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(Avasyaka ^ -nijjutti 8, in Ind. Stud., XVII, 65 ;
Hemacandra, Purisist-aparvan, XIII, 38j. The name of
Tosall (in the feminine) is hardly known to Indianists
except from the inscriptions of ASoka; two of the
different edicts, <f Dhauli, are addressed to the Kumara
and the Mahamatras at Tosall (Tosaliyam Mahamata
nagaraviyakalaka, 1 ; Tosaliyaih Kumale Mahamata ca, 2).
The name of Tosall must have been applied to a
region, because we find the mention of Northern Tosall
(Uttara-Tosali) and Southern Tosall (Daksina-Tosall) ;
the King of Orissa Subhakaradeva, who reigned towards
the end of the 8th century, tririte pr^eutiiig to the
Emperor of China his own copy of the Gandavyu&a in
795, issues a document conveying the gift from Uttara-
Tosall (Ef. Ind., XV, p. 3). A deed of gift by Sivaraja in
288 (Gupta) i.e., 601 A.D. (Ep. Ind., IX, 286), discovered
at Patiakella, mentions Daksina-Tosall in a rather obscure
context, either as the residence of his suzerain, which is
the way the editor of the inscription, Mr. Banerji, takes
it or as the district in which Vortanoka whence tb«
document issues, was situated. Both of these documents
have been discovered in Orissa in the district of Cuttaek.'
It is also in this district that Dhauli is situated at a
distance of 4 miles South-South-West of Bhuvanesvar •
the inscriptions of Asoka are engraved there on a rock
called Aswastama, near the summit of a low hill. It is
therefore evident that Tosall occupied almost the same site
as that of the Dhauli of to-day. There is no accounting
for the indication furnished by Ptolemy who places Tosalei
or Tosale in India beyond the Ganges, at 150° East and
23° 207 ' North, on the way from the Ganges to the
peninsula of Gold (Khruse Khersonesos), in the vicinity
of the Kirata (Kirrhadia, Tiladai), in the centre of a
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